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CASE STUDY

How a small Texas city
created an online
assistant to support
businesses

CLIENT:

City of Brazoria, Texas

POPULATION:

3,112

ECDEV STAFF:

0

PRIORITIES:

Business Retention & Expansion
Entrepreneurship Development
Business Attraction
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CHALLENGE
Brazoria is a small Texas city with a population
of 3,112. It does not have an economic development
officer, but it is committed to helping its business
community survive, grow and prosper.
The City recognized that businesses frequently
visited its website to learn about regulations,
support programs and other available resources.

However, the City’s website could not answer
many of the questions that businesses had.
How could the City significantly expand
the assistance it provided to businesses
on its website? Furthermore, how could this
be done cost effectively and with minimal
resources?
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SOLUTION
The solution for Brazoria was surprisingly simple – the City
added Localintel’s Business & Investment Assistant to the front
page of its website. The Assistant now makes it easier
for Brazoria’s businesses and entrepreneurs to access a range
of advice and data that they can then use to make better
business decisions.
Localintel required less than 2 hours of the City’s time to set
the Assistant up and under Localintel’s Small Community
Program the City of Brazoria’s Assistant is for free
for the first year.
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More details about the Brazoria Business & Investment
Assistant are provided in the following pages.
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Element #1 – Advice

The Assistant includes 8 step by step "how to" guides to help Brazoria’s businesses and entrepreneurs
identify the fundamentals they need to start, grow and prosper.
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Element #1 – Advice

Why you should provide businesses
and entrepreneurs with “How To” information

Here’s an obvious, but often overlooked
fact – data is only useful if you know what
to do with it. While site selectors and analysts
are experts at using demographic, economic
and location data to make better decisions,
most small businesses and entrepreneurs are not.
And don’t forget, over 96% of all businesses
across the country are small businesses.

You can help small businesses and entrepreneurs
by ensuring your website provides the education
and advice they need to turn good data into great
decisions. Our research has also found that businesses
are frequently looking for information unrelated
to data. For example, emerging businesses often want
to know the steps are for starting a business, writing
a business plan or selecting a location.
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Element #2 – Community Profile

Five interactive dashboards present
valuable data on Brazoria’s economy,
residents, households, dwellings
and workforce.

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

WORKFORCE INDICATORS

DWELLING INDICATORS

RESIDENT INDICATORS

HOUSEHOLD INDICATORS
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Element #3 – Dynamic Maps

Four dynamic maps provide detailed
location intelligence about Brazoria’s
workforce, household incomes,
age and industry densities.

WORKFORCE MAP

RESIDENT AGE MAP

HOUSEHOLD INCOME MAP

INDUSTRY DENSITY MAP
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Element #4 – Directory

Brazoria’s Assistant connects
entrepreneurs and existing
businesses with other resources
and organizations that can help
them succeed.
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Mobile First
Today, the vast majority of businesses and entrepreneurs turn to the internet first
for information they need and they’re increasing doing this on their mobile phones
and tablets. Brazoria’s Business and Investment Assistant is optimized for mobile
devices which makes it ideal for small businesses and entrepreneurs.
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OUTCOMES
FOR THE CITY
1. Engaging more businesses – Brazoria’s Assistant provides a powerful online
channel to reach out and connect with the City’s business and entrepreneurs.
2. Improved customer service – Brazoria’s businesses and entrepreneurs
can get instant and consistent answers 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
3. Helping more types businesses – Not all businesses are experts at doing
research. Brazoria's Assistant provides “how-to” information that explains
how businesses can use the information provided to make better decisions.
4. Saving staff time – Brazoria's Assistant is helping to reduce demands
on city staff by providing answers to common business questions.
5. Driving economic development – Ultimately, Brazoria’s Assistant
is helping the City’s business community to survive, grow and prosper.
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OUTCOMES
FOR BUSINESSES
Brazoria’s Assistant can address a huge number of questions that difference
types of businesses and entrepreneurs have, including:
1. A childcare center operator can use Brazoria’s Assistant
to identify the number of young families that live
in and outside the City boundaries.
2. Fitness providers and other businesses targeting
millennials can identify how many live in the area.
3. Landscaping services, housecleaning services, specialty
medical services or aged care providers can identify
where the elderly communities are concentrated.
4. A restaurant can identify new locations that have
a sufficient density of households.

5. An entrepreneur can learn how to start a business, write
a business plan to get financing and then use the data provided
in Brazoria’s Assistant to research their customers to select
the best location for their business.
6. A site selection consultant working for an expanding
manufacturer can use the maps in Brazoria’s Assistant
to research the local availability of manufacturing workers.
7. A struggling local business can use the directory in Brazoria’s
Assistant to find out what financing support is available
and organizations that can help turn their business around.
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Localintel’s Small
Community Program
What is the Localintel Small Communities
Program?
Localintel’s Small Communities Program helps
municipalities and chambers build a better
online presence to engage business, promote
opportunities and support local business growth.
The program makes it easier for communities
with limited resources to access Localintel’s
award winning technology, education and
marketing support. If you’re a small community
looking to help local business grow, we want
to hear from you.

Who qualifies as a small community?
Organization type
Your organization is a municipality, chamber of
commerce, board of trade, economic development
corporation or non-profit providing small business
assistance
Community size
The population your organization serves is less
than 25,000 people
Location
Your organization are located in the US or Canada.

What do you get?
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APPLY NOW

Qualifying organizations receive Localintel’s Business
& Investment Assistant free for a year. Participants also get
support from Localintel to market their tools and access
to education resources to stay up to date with the latest
knowledge in economic development.
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1

Helping existing businesses
reopen and recover
When restrictions associated with COVID-19 begin to ease and the economic
recovery starts, businesses will need to rehire, restock and promote themselves.
This takes money which, for most businesses, means applying for loans.
Businesses can improve the quality of their loan applications by undertaking
business planning and local market research using reliable data.

COVID-19:
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By including Localintel’s awardwinning economic
development tools into its website, Brazoria has provided
a powerful online asset that will support the City's
businesses during the recovery phase of COVID-19
and beyond.
Now is a good time to start planning for the recovery
phase of the crisis. Here we identify 3 strategies
that will help your economy recover.

2

Helping entrepreneurs start
and grow their business
The economic downturn from 2007 to 2009 was followed by a dramatic upswing
in entrepreneurship, as laid-off workers pursued their entrepreneurial dreams.
Entrepreneurs are more likely to succeed if they undertake thorough business
planning and have access to local market research and adequate capital.

3

Resuming and ramping up business
attraction and lead generation activities
When economic developers are ready to start shifting their focus from crisis
response to recovery, competition between locations will resume and quickly
ramp up. Start getting ready by making improvements to your organization’s
number one marketing tool, which is your website.
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ABOUT
LOCALINTEL
Localintel is your online economic development
assistant. Adding our flexible suite of tools to your
website is the easiest, most affordable way to promote
local advantages, support businesses and drive
economic development.
Our clients range from small rural villages to states
and global cities including Texas EDC, Washington DC
Economic Development Partnership, New Orleans
Business Alliance, Indy Chamber and the cities
of Seattle, Cleveland, Tulsa and Fort Lauderdale.

Dave Parsell,
CEO
dave@ecdev.org
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Get in touch and find out how we can put
solutions like these to work for you.

206.356.6504

info@ecdev.org
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